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Abstract. We examined analytically and proposed a numerical model of an Abelian Higgs
dark matter vortex in the spacetime of a stationary axisymmetric Kerr black hole. In ana-
lytical calculations the dark matter sector was modeled by an addition of a U(1)-gauge field
coupled to the visible sector. The backreaction analysis revealed that the impact of the dark
vortex presence is far more complicated than causing only a deficit angle. The vortex causes
an ergosphere shift and the event horizon velocity is also influenced by its presence. These
phenomena are more significant than in the case of a visible vortex sector. The area of the
event horizon of a black hole is diminished and this decline is larger in comparison to the Kerr
black hole with an Abelian Higgs vortex case. After analyzing the gravitational properties
for the general setup, we focused on the subset of models that are motivated by particle
physics. We retained the Abelian Higgs model as a description of the dark matter sector (this
sector contained a heavy dark photon and an additional complex scalar) and added a real
scalar representing the real component of the Higgs doublet in the unitary gauge, as well as
an additional U(1)-gauge field representing an ordinary electromagnetic field. Moreover, we
considered two coupling channels between the visible and dark sectors, which were the kinetic
mixing between the gauge fields and a quartic coupling between the scalar fields. After solv-
ing the equations of motion for the matter fields numerically we analyzed properties of the
cosmic string in the dark matter sector and its influence on the visible sector fields that are
directly coupled to it. We found out that the presence of the cosmic string induced spatial
variation in the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field and a nonzero electromagnetic
field around the black hole.
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1 Introduction
The idea of topological defects like monopoles, domain walls or cosmic strings as probes of the
early Universe reaches back to the second half of the previous century. Among them cosmic
strings are especially interesting from the perspective of both cosmology and particle physics.
Although not observed yet, their existence may serve as a source of some exotic astrophysical
phenomena like high energy gamma rays [1–4] or seeds for formation of supermassive black
holes at high redshifts [5]. Other cosmological phenomena in which their presence in the
form of a network may have left partial imprints are large scale structure formation and the
thermal history of the Universe [6, 7].
With the precision measurements of parameters of the Standard Model of particle physics
(SM) the possibility of existence of astrophysically observable cosmic strings gets severely con-
strained. On the other hand, despite its tremendous success, the Standard Model is unable
to explain all measurable astrophysical data, namely it lacks the dark matter candidate. This
can be cured by extending it by another sector describing the aforementioned type of mat-
ter. There are various approaches to this problem from very complicated extensions such as
supersymmetric models [8] to the minimalistic ones like adding a single additional scalar rep-
resenting the dark matter candidate [9]. Amongst these models many contain, beside scalar
or fermionic candidates, also additional gauge fields. The possibility of existence of such a
gauge field in the dark sector has recently stirred a large interest among the particle physics
community. In the case when this new field is Abelian its particle is often called a dark
photon or Z ′ and its existence and properties are intensively investigated from the theoret-
ical point of view [10–13] and from the perspective of its detection in ongoing and planned
experiments [14, 15]. In this context, cosmic strings that may form in such extended models
may open a new window to the dark sector, and therefore investigations of their properties
regain importance for particle physics, astrophysics and cosmology. On the other hand, topo-
logical defects in black hole spacetimes are interesting regarding the no-hair conjecture or its
mathematical formulation known as the uniqueness theorem for black objects. The theorem
in four-dimensional gravity states that the only static electrovacuum black hole spacetime is
given by the Reissner-Nordström solution, while the stationary axisymmetric one is described
by the Kerr-Newman black hole line element [16]. The generalizations of the aforementioned
theorem to higher dimensional spacetimes were proposed in [17–19] for static black objects.
For stationary axisymmetric cases the attempts to find the uniqueness theorem were pre-
sented in [20–25]. In five dimensions one finds the black ring solution with all characteristics
the same as for a five-dimensional Kerr black hole, but with a different topology of the event
horizon. The enhancement of the no-hair conjecture to comprise the fields with a nontrivial
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topology allows to check whether topological defects may authorize hair on black holes. Not
only cosmic strings, but also domain walls and their influence on black objects were widely
studied in the literature of the subject [26–37].
The first theoretical description of gravitational properties of cosmic strings was proposed
in [38–40], where a metric of a cosmic string was derived under the assumption that matter
distribution is given by a Dirac delta like source. After obtaining a satisfactory description of
the gravitational properties of cosmic strings the next step was to investigate their interactions
with other astrophysical objects. First attempts in this direction were presented in [41], where
the metric describing a Schwarzschild black hole threaded by a cosmic string was provided. An
extension of the problem to the case of an Abelian Higgs vortex on the Euclidean Einstein [42]
and Euclidean dilaton black hole [43] systems was performed. Next, numerical and analytical
studies revealed that the Abelian Higgs vortex could act as a long hair for a Schwarzschild [44]
and Reissner-Nordström [45, 46] black holes. The extremal Reissner-Nordström black hole
displays an analog of the Meissner effect, but the flux expulsion does not occur in all cases [47].
The case of a charged dilaton black hole Abelian Higgs vortex system was treated in [48, 49],
where among all it was shown that all extremal dilaton black holes always expelled the vortex
flux. Additionally, the problem of a superconducting cosmic vortex and possible fermion
condensations around the Euclidean Reissner-Nordström [50] and dilaton [51] black holes
were studied. The physics of a black string with a superconducting cosmic string was treated
in [52].
The case of a stationary axisymmetric black hole vortex system turns out to be far
more complicated. First attempts to attack this problem were presented in [53], but the
correct treatment of a Kerr black hole with an Abelian Higgs vortex was presented in [54].
The charged stationary axisymmetric solution of the low-energy limit of the heterotic string
theory, a Kerr-Sen black hole with an Abelian Higgs vortex was studied in [55].
Recently, a proposal to look again into the old astrophysical observations like supernova
1987A data and to try to reinterpret them taking into account the existence of the dark radi-
ation (the dark photon) was delivered [56]. Moreover, some efforts to find strong constraints
on emission of dark photons from stars [57] and on the coupling of dark matter coming from
light particle production in hot star cores and their effects on star cooling were made [58].
Moreover, a recent observational confirmation of the existence of gravitational waves renewed
interest in analysis of the gravitational properties of cosmic string and domain walls net-
works [59, 60]. Encouraged by this, we undertook studies of gravitational interactions and
properties of the stationary axisymmetric black hole Abelian Higgs dark matter vortex sys-
tem. In our model the Abelian Higgs sector was filled by an additional U(1)-gauge field being
the dark photon and a complex scalar representing a dark matter candidate. The presence of
the last two fields allowed us to take into consideration couplings between dark and visible
sectors. These couplings were described by the Higgs portal interaction (quartic coupling
between scalar fields) and a kinetic mixing type of coupling among gauge fields. Moreover,
we also considered a possibility of the existence of nonminimal couplings between the scalars
and gravity. The considered model was analyzed in the context of the existence of a string
like solution in a flat spacetime in [61] and consequences of an existence of dark strings for the
Standard Model particle emission were elaborated in [2, 3]. Our work provides an expansion
of research presented in [61] to the case of strong gravitational field. We also hope that it will
allow in the future to analyze the influence of strong gravitational field on various emission
channels of the particles from the cosmic string.
The article is organized as follows. In section 2 we use the perturbative technique to
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solve the equations of motion for the Abelian Higgs model with the dark matter sector order
by order. In the limit of a thin string we obtain an analytic expression for the line element
describing a stationary axisymmetric Kerr black hole with an Abelian Higgs dark matter
vortex. In section 3 we shall not be interested in the backreaction of the cosmic string on the
Kerr geometry but we focus on obtaining and analyzing properties of the field configurations
for a subset of models discussed in section 2. The investigated model was chosen in such a
way that it may represent a dark photon interacting with an ordinary photon via the kinetic
mixing and with the Higgs sector via a complex scalar field with a quartic coupling to the
Higgs field. Section 4 contains a summary and discussion of the obtained results.
2 Abelian Higgs model with the dark matter sector
In this section we shall elaborate the problem of an Abelian Higgs dark matter vortex in the
spacetime of a Kerr black hole solution. The resulting action will be a sum of the Einstein
gravity
Sgr =
1
16piG
∫
d4x
√−gR, (2.1)
where R ≡ Rµµ is the Ricci scalar. The action for an Abelian Higgs dark matter model
with two U(1)-gauge fields coupled to complex scalars and possessing a kinetic mixing term
between the gauge fields in question [62]
Smatter =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
−D(A)µΦ†D(A)µ Φ−
1
4
FµνF
µν − λ˜
4
(
Φ†Φ− η2
)2
+ (2.2)
−D(B)µ Ψ†D(B)µΨ−
1
4
BµνB
µν − λ˜d
4
(
Ψ†Ψ− η2d
)2 − κ
2
FµνB
µν
]
,
where we denoted complex scalar fields by Φ and Ψ, coupled to Aµ and Bµ gauge fields,
respectively. The adequate field strength tensor bounded with Aµ is of the form Fµν =
2∇[µAν] and is connected with the visible sector, while the other U(1)-gauge field Bµ with the
strength tensor Bµν = 2∇[µBν] pertains to the dark matter sector. The covariant derivatives
charged under the visible and dark matter sectors are given by D(A)µ = ∇µ + ieAµ and
D
(B)
ν = ∇ν + iedBν , where ed is a charge of the dark photon. The constants λ˜ and λ˜d
denote the adequate couplings, while η and ηd are bounded with the energy scales at which
the U(1)-gauge symmetries responsible for the visible and connected with the dark matter
sectors, respectively, are broken. Predicted values of the κ-coupling constant, being the kinetic
mixing parameter between the two U(1)-gauge fields, for realistic string compactifications
range between 10−2 and 10−16 [63]-[66].
One can define the aforementioned complex fields in terms of the real ones X, Zα, χ˜
and Y , Pα, θ˜ by the following relations:
Φ(xµ) = ηX(xµ)e
iχ˜(xµ), (2.3)
Ψ(xµ) = ηdY (xµ)e
iθ˜(xµ), (2.4)
Aν(xµ) =
1
e
[
Zν(xµ)−∇νχ˜(xµ)
]
, (2.5)
Bν(xµ) =
1
ed
[
Pν(xµ)−∇ν θ˜(xµ)
]
. (2.6)
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The above real fields are associated with physical degrees of freedom for the broken symmetric
phases, i.e., X, Y are Higgs bosons in the visible and dark sectors, respectively, while Zα, Pα
are massive vector bosons. On the other hand, χ˜, θ˜ are gauge degrees of freedom and they
do not constitute local observables. The equations of motion for the above fields are provided
by
∇µ∇µX − ZµZµX − λ˜η
2
2
(
X2 − 1)X = 0, (2.7)
∇µ∇µY − PµPµY − λ˜dη
2
d
2
(
Y 2 − 1)Y = 0, (2.8)
∇µ (Fµν + κBµν)− 2e2η2X2Zν = 0, (2.9)
∇µ (Bµν + κFµν)− 2e2dη2dY 2P ν = 0. (2.10)
In what follows we assume that
λ˜d = ξ1λ˜, ηd = ξ2η. (2.11)
The existence of vortex solutions in the Abelian Higgs case was discussed in [67]. For the
case when the loop encircles the vortex, the line integral of dχ˜ and dθ˜ around a closed loop
(along which X = Y = 1) is non-vanishing, i.e.,
∫
dχ˜ = 2piN1 and
∫
dθ˜ = 2piN2, where Na
are the winding numbers. Continuity demands that at X = Y = 0, at some point of any
surface spanning the loop, this is the locus of the vortex. Thus, the physical content of the
considered model in question is related to the fields Pµ, Zµ, X, Y , as well as, the boundary
conditions imposed on them. The basic idea of looking for the vortex solution on the black
hole is to obtain an approximate solution, having in mind that the string is much thinner
than the event horizon of the black hole [44]-[49]. Namely, at large radii we should obtain
the Nielsen-Olesen-like solution, while outside the event horizon of the black hole the solution
ought to describe the core of the string. Just, (X, Zµ)→ (1, 0) and (Y, Pµ)→ (1, 0) when
r →∞, while (X, Zµ)→ (0, 1) and (Y, Pµ)→ (0, 1) when r → rh. Of course, as it will be
explained in what follows, one should have in mind that the above statement is correct for
the coordinate range where the string exists. For the case under consideration, it does only
for the polar coordinate θ ∼ 0, pi.
The idea is to solve the Einstein field equations with the Abelian Higgs dark matter
energy momentum tensor. The field equations for the considered system yield
Gµν = 8piGTµν(vortex). (2.12)
The energy momentum tensors for the adequate matter fields imply
Tµν(vortex) = 2η
2∇µX∇νX + 2η2X2ZµZν + 2η2d∇µY∇νY + 2η2dY 2PµPν +
+FµγFν
γ +BµγBν
γ + 2κBµγFν
γ + gµνL(Φ,Ψ, Aµ, Bµ), (2.13)
where L(Φ,Ψ, Aµ, Bµ) is the Lagrangian density
L(Φ,Ψ, Aµ, Bµ) = −η2∇µX∇µX − η2X2ZµZµ − η2d∇µY∇µY − η2dY 2PµPµ −
1
4
FµνF
µν +
− λ˜η
4
4
(
X2 − 1)2 − 1
4
BµνB
µν − λ˜dη
4
d
4
(
Y 2 − 1)2 − κ
2
BµνF
µν . (2.14)
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In order to obtain the line element for the Abelian Higgs dark matter vortex in the space-
time of the stationary axisymmetric Kerr black hole, we shall follow the approach presented
in [44]. Namely, we use the perturbative technique and solve the underlying equations order
by order in  = 8piGη2. The assumption of  being small is well justified, e.g., for the grand
unified string theory,  6 10−6. The quantities will be expanded in series in order of . As a
background solution we take the Weyl form of the Kerr metric and find the exact form of the
zero order quantities. Namely, the Weyl form of the axisymmetric line element is written in
the form as
ds2 = −e2λ0dt2 + α20e−2λ0 (dφ+ β0dt)2 + e2(ν0−λ0)
(
dx2 + dy2
)
, (2.15)
where the functions under consideration are of x, y dependences. The corresponding Kerr
line element implies
ds2 = −
(
1− 2GMr
ρ˜2
)
dt2 + ρ˜2
(
dr2
∆
+ dθ2
)
+
4GMra sin2 θ
ρ˜2
dtdφ+ (2.16)
+
[
r2 + a2 +
2GMra2 sin2 θ
ρ˜2
]
sin2 θdφ2,
where we have denoted
ρ˜2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ, ∆ = r(r − 2GM) + a2. (2.17)
M is the standard Schwarzschild mass while a is the Kerr rotation parameter related to the
black hole angular momentum by a = JM . Defining x and y coordinates by the relations
x =
∫
dr√
∆
, y = θ, (2.18)
one gets the following correspondence between the Kerr metric and the Weyl line element:
α0 =
√
∆ sin θ, e2λ0 =
ρ˜2∆
Σ2
, β0 = −2MGar
Σ2
, e2ν0 =
ρ˜4∆
Σ2
, (2.19)
where Σ2 =
(
r2 + a2
)2 − a2∆ sin2 θ.
We rewrite the Einstein equations in a more convenient form
Rαβ = Tαβ(vortex)− 1
2
T (vortex)gαβ. (2.20)
In the above relations Tαβ(vortex) is connected with the rescaled energy momentum tensor
(see, e.g., [42, 49]) of the considered Abelian Higgs dark matter vortex. In the discussed
case of a stationary axisymmetric spacetime, one should also take into account Aφ and At
components of the Abelian Higgs gauge field and the same components of the dark matter
sector gauge field, i.e., Bφ and Bt.
In order to find the backreacted vortex solution, one implements an iterative procedure
of solving equations of motion, expanding the equations in terms of . To the zeroth order,
our starting background solution will be described by X0, Y0 and Z0, P0, and will constitute
a kind of the Nielsen-Olesen ordinary and dark matter vortex solutions [62, 67] provided by
X ' X0(R), Zφ ' Z0(R), (2.21)
Y ' Y0(R), Pφ ' P0(R), (2.22)
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respectively, where we have denoted by R = ρ sin θ. Because of the rotation one expects the
occurrence of the mixing terms between t and φ degrees of freedom [54]. Having this fact in
mind we introduce the t-component of the considered gauge fields in the forms
Zt ' ζZφ, Pt ' ζdPφ. (2.23)
It can be easily found that ζ = ζd = −2MGar/ρ4, where we put ρ equal to ρ2 = r2 + a2
and R = ρ sin θ = ρe−λ0 . Near the core of the cosmic string one has that sin θ ∼ O(M−1),
which results in the relation R2,x + R2,y ∼ e2ν0−2λ0 . It all leads us to the conclusion that to
the zeroth order in  the components describing the energy momentum tensor of the Abelian
Higgs dark matter vortex yield
T(0)y
y ' (X ′0)2 + ξ21(Y ′0)2 −
X20Z
2
0
R2
− ξ
2
2Y
2
0 P
2
0
R2
+ β˜f
Z ′20
R2
− 1
4
(
X20 − 1
)2
+
+
β˜d
ξ1
P ′20
R2
− ξ1ξ
4
2
4
(
Y 20 − 1
)2
+
κγfd
R2
P ′(0)Z
′
(0), (2.24)
T(0)φ
φ ' −(X ′0)2 − ξ21(Y ′0)2 +
X20Z
2
0
R2
+
ξ22Y
2
0 P
2
0
R2
(X ′0)2 − ξ21(Y ′0)2 −
1
4
(
X20 − 1
)2
+
−ξ1ξ
4
2
4
(
Y 20 − 1
)2
+
κγfd
R2
Z ′(0)P
′
(0), (2.25)
T(0)t
t = T(0)x
x ' −(X ′0)2 − ξ21(Y ′0)2 −
X20Z
2
0
R2
− ξ
2
2Y
2
0 P
2
0
R2
− β˜f Z
′2
0
R2
+
− β˜d
ξ1
P ′20
R2
− κγfd
R2
Z ′(0)P
′
(0), (2.26)
T(0)xy ' 2
√
∆
ρ
rR
[
(X ′0)2 − ξ21(Y ′0)2 + β˜f
Z ′20
R2
− 1
4
(
X20 − 1
)2
+
+
β˜d
ξ1
P ′20
R2
+
κγfd
R2
Z ′(0)P
′
(0)
]
, (2.27)
T(0)t
φ ' 0,
where we have denoted
β˜f =
λ˜
2e2
, β˜d =
λ˜d
2e2d
, γfd =
λ˜
eed
, (2.28)
and for the brevity of notation, in equations (2.24)-(2.27), we change the definition of R,
including in it λ˜ and η, i.e.,
R =
√
λ˜ηρ. (2.29)
In what follows we shall use this definition. A prime denotes differentiation with respect to
the R-coordinate.
In the next step [44] we expand the adequate quantities in series, i.e., α = α0 + α1,
etc., and solve the equations of motion iteratively. Because of the fact that the energy
momentum tensor components are functions of the R-coordinate one can draw a conclusion
that the modification of the Kerr stationary axisymmetric solution will also depend on this
coordinate. Consequently, we suppose that the first order perturbed solutions of the equations
of motion of the underlying theory will yield
α1 = α0α˜1(R), λ1 = λ1(R), ν1 = ν1(R), β1 = β1(R). (2.30)
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The exact form of the energy momentum tensor for the cosmic vortex near the string core
and the fact that (Ttt + Tφφ − T )(X,Y, F,B) is equal to zero, lead us to the leading order
equation of the form
d2
dR2
α˜1 +
2
R
d
dR
α˜1 = 2
X20Z
2
0
R2
+
1
2
(
X20 − 1
)2
+ 2
ξ22Y
2
0 P
2
0
R2
+
ξ1ξ
4
2
2
(
Y 20 − 1
)2
. (2.31)
It can be easily checked that α˜1(R) is given by
α˜1(R) =
∫ ∞
R
dR
R2
∫ R
0
R′2
[
2
X20Z
2
0
R2
+
1
2
(
X20 − 1
)2
+ 2
ξ22Y
2
0 P
2
0
R2
+
ξ1ξ
4
2
2
(
Y 20 − 1
)2 ]
dR′. (2.32)
On the other hand, the fact that the background function β0 = O(r−3) and its derivatives
are subdominant quantities reveals that 1-order Einstein equations have the forms
R
(
Rα˜
′′
1 + 2α˜
′
1 −Rλ
′′
1 − λ
′
1
)
= R2
[
2
X20R
2
0
R2
+ 2
ξ22Y
2
0 P
2
0
R2
+ β˜f
(R
′
0)
2
R2
+
β˜d
ξ1
(P
′
0)
2
R2
+
+
αγfd
R2
R′(0)P
′
(0) +
1
4
(
X20 − 1
)2
+
ξ1ξ
4
2
4
(
Y 20 − 1
)2 ]
, (2.33)
α˜
′′
1 + 2
α˜
′
1
R
+ 2ν
′′
1 − 2λ
′′
1 − 2
λ
′
1
R
= 2(X ′0)
2 + 2ξ22(Y
′
0)
2 +
1
2
(
X20 − 1
)2
+
ξ1ξ
4
2
2
(
Y 20 − 1
)2
, (2.34)
−α˜′′1 −
α˜
′
1
R
− ν ′′1 + λ
′′
1 +
ν
′
1
R
+
λ
′
1
R
= 2(X ′0)
2 + 2ξ22(Y
′
0)
2 + β˜f
(R
′
0)
2
R2
+
+
β˜d
ξ1
(P
′
0)
2
R2
+
1
4
(
X20 − 1
)2
+
ξ1ξ
4
2
4
(
Y 20 − 1
)2
, (2.35)
−
√
∆
ρ
r
(
R2α˜
′′
1 + 2Rα˜
′
1 − 4λ
′
1
)
'
√
∆
ρ
rR
[
2(X ′0)
2 + 2ξ22(Y
′
0)
2 +
+2β˜f
(R
′
0)
2
R2
+ 2
β˜d
ξ1
(P
′
0)
2
R2
+ 2
αγfd
R2
R′(0)P
′
(0)
]
. (2.36)
As in [43–49], we shall work in the so-called thin string limit. It means that one assumes
that the mass of the black hole in question is subject to the inequality M  1 and one
neglects terms of the order O(1/Mn>2). Let us consider the equation (2.33) and the relation
for α˜1. It provides the following expression for λ1:
λ1 '
∫ ∞
R
dR
R
∫ R
0
dR′R′
[
1
4
(
X20 − 1
)2
+
ξ1ξ
4
2
4
(
Y 20 − 1
)2 − β˜f (R′0)2
R′2
+
− β˜d
ξ1
(P
′
0)
2
R2
− αγfd
R2
R′(0)P
′
(0)
]
. (2.37)
From the relations (2.34) and (2.35) one has that ν1 = 2λ1.
As far as the β0 correction is concerned, the first order cannot be determined by an
asymptotical analysis. It is caused by the fact that the quantity β0 is a subdominant function
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in the problem in question. Taking the divergent part of the Ricci curvature tensor Rxy, we
arrive at the relation
e−4λ0α20β0,xβ1,y '
2MaR2
ρ2
√
∆
(
− 1 + 4r
2
ρ2
+O
(
1
ρ4
))
β1,y. (2.38)
It is customary to elaborate the right-hand side of (2.38) examining the adequate compo-
nents of the energy momentum tensor, both for the Abelian Higgs dark matter vortex. One
deduces that we cannot find δβ0 = β1 which has the mandatory functional dependence on
the coordinates. In the light of this statement, the required form of the 1-order β0 correction
required for a pure φ deficit angle leads to the divergence of the xy-component of the Ricci
curvature tensor at the event horizon of the Kerr black hole. In the view of these arguments,
we deduce that δβ0 = 0.
Rescaling the coordinates tˆ = eν1/2t, rˆ = eν1/2r, aˆ = eν1/2a, Mˆ = eν1/2M , one arrives
at the line element describing the thin dark string in the Kerr black hole spacetime. One
can notice that the presence of the vortex modified the black hole parameters as angular
momentum and mass, measured at infinity by the adequate factor. The same situation was
revealed in the case of votex static black hole systems [44]-[49], as well as, for stationary
axisymmetric string systems [54, 55].
The metric of the Kerr black hole threaded by a cosmic dark string is provided by
ds2 = −
(
∆ˆ− aˆ2 sin2 θ
ρˆ2
)
dtˆ2 − 8G
2Mˆ2aˆ2rˆ2
Σˆ4
µˆ
(
rˆ2 + aˆ2
)
sin2 θdtˆ2 +
Σˆ2
∆ˆ
drˆ2 + ρˆ2dθˆ2 +
+
Σˆ2 sin2 θ
ρˆ2
(1− 2µˆ) dφ2 − 4GMˆaˆrˆ
ρˆ2
sin2 θ (1− 2µˆ) dtˆdφ, (2.39)
where µˆ is the mass per unit length of the cosmic string [42], while the other quantities are
defined as follows:
∆ˆ = rˆ(rˆ − 2GMˆ) + aˆ2, (2.40)
ρˆ2 = rˆ2 + aˆ2 cos2 θ, (2.41)
Σˆ2 =
(
rˆ2 + aˆ2
)2 − aˆ2∆ˆ2 sin2 θ. (2.42)
As far as µˆ is concerned, it has the following form:
µˆ = µˆord + µˆdm, (2.43)
where we have denoted by µˆord the mass of the visible matter sector per unit length of the
cosmic string
µˆord '
∫
dRR
[
X20Z
2
0
R2
+
1
4
(
X20 − 1
)2
+ β˜f
(Z ′0)2
R2
]
, (2.44)
while for µˆdm we set
µˆdm '
∫
dRR
[
ξ22Y
2
0 P
2
0
R2
+
ξ1ξ
4
2
4
(
Y 20 − 1
)2
+
β˜d
ξ1
(P
′
0)
2
R2
+
κγfd
R2
Z ′(0)P
′
(0)
]
. (2.45)
As was noticed in [54] and confirmed for the Kerr-Sen vortex system [55], the Abelian Higgs
dark matter vortex also causes not only an angular deficit angle but the deficit angle affects
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the time coordinate. The new effect is the influence on the ergosphere because of the fact
that the deficit angle appears in gtt component of the metric tensor, which constitutes the
condition for the ergosphere radius, i.e., gtt(rerg) = 0. The position of the ergosphere is
shifted. In the considered case we obtain a larger destruction of the ergosphere comparing to
the Kerr-Abelian Higgs vortex system, due to the fact that µˆ = µˆord + µˆdm. On the other
hand, the limiting angular velocity at the Kerr black hole threaded by the dark matter vortex
yields
Ωh = ω
2
Kerr
[
1 +  (µˆord + µˆdm)
(
2− 8GMˆrˆ
)]
, (2.46)
where ω2Kerr = aˆ
2/
(
rˆ2 + aˆ2
)
. It is composed of the velocity associated with the existence
of the Abelian-Higgs vortex plus the part influenced by the dark matter sector and the part
responsible for the interaction of the ordinary matter field with dark matter. Just
Ωh(Kerr − dm vortex) > Ωh(Kerr − vortex). (2.47)
The same situation holds if one considers the area of the black hole - vortex event horizon.
Namely, up to the 1-order one gets
AKerr−dm vortex ∼ AKerr
√
1− 2(µˆord + µˆdm). (2.48)
The horizon area of the Kerr - dark matter vortex system is smaller than the area of the event
horizon for the Kerr-Abelian Higgs vortex system and the Kerr black hole
AKerr−dm vortex < AKerr−vortex < AKerr. (2.49)
3 Cosmic string in the Higgs – scalar mediator – heavy dark photon sector
Next, we will focus on the subspace of the models discussed in the previous section which are
closer to what is investigated in the context of particle physics (see, e.g., [2, 3, 61]). To this
end, we retain the Abelian Higgs model for the dark matter sector with the kinetic coupling
between the dark photon and the ordinary electromagnetic field. We restrict our considerations
to the case when the second complex scalar field in the action (2.2) is real. This implies that
it may represent the Standard Model Higgs field (precisely, the real component of the Higgs
field in a unitary gauge). Further, we examine a quartic coupling between the Higgs and the
complex scalar. In order to make the results more transparent we begin with writing the
action and discussing the field content of the model in question.
The cosmic string is composed of the dark sector fields within the Abelian Higgs model (3.1),
while ordinary matter is given by the electromagnetic field and a real scalar field representing
the real component of the Higgs field in the unitary gauge (3.2). Additionally, we consider
both scalar fields possessing two types of coupling between the dark matter and ordinary mat-
ter sectors. These coupling channels are known as the kinetic mixing (coupling between the
electromagnetic field and the dark photon) and the Higgs portal (quartic coupling between
the Higgs field and the complex scalar). The appropriate part of the action is given by (3.3).
Scs =
∫ √−gd4x[−1
4
BµνB
µν −DBµ Ψ∗DBµΨ−
λ˜d
4
(
Ψ∗Ψ− η2d
)2]
, (3.1)
SHiggs+EM =
∫ √−gd4x(−1
4
FµνF
µν − 1
2
∇µh∇µh+ 1
2
m2hh
2 − λh
4
h4
)
, (3.2)
Scs−int =
∫ √−gd4x(−κ
2
BµνF
µν − λhY Ψ∗Ψh2
)
, (3.3)
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where the dark matter fields Bµ and Ψ and the electromagnetic field Aµ are defined as in
section 2. Meanwhile, we restrict the second scalar field to be real and reparametrize its
potential. To conform our notation to the standard one used in particle physics we label this
real field by h. mh represents the mass parameter for the Higgs field and λhY is the quartic
coupling between Ψ and h. As a side note, we want to stress that since the only gauge boson
of the Standard Model considered by us is the photon, we may represent the Higgs field as a
single real scalar field h.
As far as the gravity part is concerned, we restrict our attention to the standard Einstein-
Hilbert action. The background spacetime metric will be given by an asymptotically flat,
stationary axisymmetric solution of vacuum Einstein equation (Kerr black hole) (2.16) or
a static, spherically symmetric one (Schwarzschild black hole). The latter can be obtained
from (2.16) by the substitution a = 0. M is the black hole mass and the spin parameter of
the black hole is given by a = JM , where J is the black hole angular momentum.
In order to derive the equation of motion for the matter content we made the following
substitutions for the dark sector fields: Bµ = 1ed
(
Pµ −∇µθ˜
)
and Ψ = ηdY eiθ˜. This replace-
ment amounts to the choice of the representation of the complex scalar field in terms of the
two real fields Y and θ˜. Moreover, we will be working in the Lorentz gauge ∇µBµ = 0, which
implies ∇µPµ = 0 provided θ˜ = 0, where  is the covariant d’Alembert operator. If the
scalar field Ψ forms a cosmic string the last condition is trivially satisfied since θ˜ = Nφ, where
φ is the coordinate representing the azimuthal angle in the spherical coordinate system. Fur-
thermore, to simplify the equations of motion we diagonalized the gauge field kinetic terms
by the transformation Cµ = Aµ + κBµ, which is always possible for the Abelian gauge fields.
The action for the matter sector after the discussed transformations implies
Smatter =Scs + SHiggs+EM + Scs−int =
=
∫ √−gd4x{− 1
4
CµνC
µν − 1
4
κ˜
e2d
PµνP
µν+
+ η2d
[
−∇µY∇µY − Y 2PµPµ − λ˜dη
2
d
4
(
Y 2 − 1)2 − λhY h2Y 2
]
+
− 1
2
∇µh∇µh+ 1
2
m2hh
2 − λh
4
h4
}
, (3.4)
where we have set Cµν = 2∇[µCν] and Pµν = 2∇[µPν]. For further analysis it will be advan-
tageous to regroup various terms in the above action. One thus obtains
Smatter =
∫ √−gd4x{− 1
4
CµνC
µν − 1
2
∇µh∇µh+ 1
2
m2hh
2 − λh
4
h4+
+ η2
[
−1
4
2κ˜
m2V
PµνP
µν −∇µY∇µY − Y 2PµPµ − m
2
Y
4
(
Y 2 − 1)2 +
− λhY h2Y 2
]}
, (3.5)
where the notation m2Y = λ˜dη
2
d, m
2
V = 2e
2
dη
2
d and κ˜ = 1 − κ2 was introduced. In what
follows, we will be interested only in the electromagnetic field induced by the dark sector,
which implies Cµ = 0 (see equations of motion (3.12)). In the absence of the cosmic string
we have Pµ = 0 and one of the possible solutions to the equations of motion for the scalars
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is of the form
Y 2nostring =
m2Y λh − 2m2hλhY
m2Y λh − 4η2dλ2hY
,
h2nostring =
m2hm
2
Y − 2η2dm2Y λhY
m2Y λh − 4η2dλ2hY
. (3.6)
This solution implies that the scalars lie in the minimum of their potential.
Since we will be solving the equations of motion numerically, it is convenient to introduce
a set of proper dimensionless quantities. In our case this means the following redefinitions of
the radial coordinate and black hole parameters:
a
GM
→ a, r
GM
→ r, GM
GM
→ 1, (3.7)
as well as fields and various parameters in the matter sector
GMmY → m, GMmh = GMmh
GMmY
GMmY → cm, G2M2m2V →
m2
β˜d
,
GMh→ h, (GM)2P φ → P φ, GMP t → P t, (3.8)
where c is a number and β˜d =
m2Y
m2V
. As can be seen from the last substitution in (3.7) and the
second one from (3.8), the change in the value of the parameter m may be prescribed to the
change of the additional scalar mass or black hole mass. From now on, in order to get rid of
this ambiguity, we fix the dark scalar mass to be constant. Its exact value will be discussed
in the next subsection. This implies that various values of m will represent various black hole
masses. The choice of the particular numeric value of mY is arbitrary. We partially lift this
arbitrariness by a demand that Y could be a viable dark matter candidate [9, 68, 69].
Finally, below we present the equations of motion for the matter fields expressed in terms
of the dimensionless fields and parameters. They yield
Y − P 2Y − 1
2
m2Y (Y 2 − 1)− λhY h2Y = 0, (3.9)
h+ c2m2h− λhh3 − 2λhY
λ˜d
m2Y 2h = 0, (3.10)
Pα − m
2
κ˜β˜d
Y 2Pα −RαβP β = 0, (3.11)
∇αCαβ = 0, (3.12)
where P 2 and the (r, θ) part of the d’Alembertian operator expressed in the dimensionless
quantities are given as follows:
 = ∆
ρ˜2
∂2r + 2
r − 1
ρ˜2
∂r +
1
ρ˜2
∂2θ +
1
ρ˜2
cot θ∂θ, (3.13)
P 2 =
Σ2 sin2 θ
ρ˜2
(P φ)2 − ∆− a
2 sin2 θ
ρ˜2
(P t)2 − 4ar sin
2 θ
ρ˜2
P tP φ, (3.14)
under the condition that both P φ and P t are nonzero. In the derivation of the equation of
motion for Pµ field we use the Ricci identity and impose the Lorentz gauge ∇µPµ = 0.
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Let us point out that far away from the cosmic string and the black hole we demand
that scalar fields should approach their constant values given by the equation (3.6), therefore
it is convenient to rewrite them in terms of the dimensionless parameters as follows:
h2nostring =
λ˜dc
2m2 − 2λhYm2
λhλ˜d − 4λ2hY
,
Y 2nostring =
λhλ˜d − 2λhY λ˜dc2
λhλ˜d − 4λ2hY
. (3.15)
Numerical solution of the equations of motion
In this subsection we solve numerically the system of equations (3.9)-(3.11). As far as the
equation (3.12) is concerned, we will be interested in the solution Cµ = 0. The definition of
Cµ (Cµ = Aµ + κBµ) implies that the electromagnetic field is induced by the presence of the
dark photon field Bµ. Moreover, the obtained form of Bµ fixes the functional form of Aµ. The
relaxation technique [71] will be implemented to find a numerical solution of the equations of
motion describing the system in question.
In order to solve the system of elliptic equations one demands a specification of boundary
conditions. In the case of the cosmic string in the black hole background, the boundaries of
the numerical domain are located at the string core, namely θ = 0 and θ = pi, where θ is the
polar angle in the spherical coordinate system, and at some arbitrary selected large radius
rmax. The rmax is chosen to be much bigger than the other length scale present in the system,
namely the black hole event horizon. In our calculations we assume rmax = 25r+, where r+ is
the event horizon of the Kerr or Schwarzschild black hole. The last boundary of the numerical
domain is located at the event horizon of the considered black hole r+. In contrast to the
other boundaries, the standard treatment of the cosmic string black hole configuration is not
to impose the prescribed boundary value for the fields at r+, but to solve the reduced form
of the system in question. By the reduced system we mean equations (3.9)-(3.11) in the limit
r = r+, which are solved for Y (θ), Pµ(θ), h(θ). After explaining the general form of the
boundary conditions needed for the field configuration of the studied system, let us turn to
the specific values used in our numerical calculations.
At the string core, θ = 0, pi, we put the usual boundary condition for P φ, namely
P φ = 1. Since the Rαβ is zero for the Kerr black hole we may put P
t = 0. From the
equation (3.11) we may infer that P t will not be sourced by other components of the vector
field Pµ. As far as the scalar sector is concerned, on the string we have Y = 0 which implies
h2 = c
2m2
λh
. The boundary conditions for large radii (but for θ 6= 0, pi ) are given by P φrmax = 0,
Y 2rmax = Y
2
nostring, h
2
rmax = h
2
nostring, where Y
2
nostring and h
2
nostring are defined in (3.15). It
is straightforward to see that if we put λhY = 0 we decouple Y and h fields and obtain
Yrmax = 1, which is the usual value of the Y field far away from the string core.
After the discussion of the general form of the employed boundary conditions, let us turn
to the discussion of the choice of the free parameters. We start by defining physical masses
of the particles. In the flat spacetime at the tree-level (at the classical level) physical masses
of the particles could be defined as the eigenvalues of the mass matrix. Meanwhile, the mass
matrix for the system of the scalar fields is defined as the matrix of the second derivatives
of the potential calculated at its minimum. For the discussed case the potential part of
the Lagrangian for the scalar sector is provided by (for now, we return to the dimensionfull
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quantities):
V = η2dY
2PµP
µ +
λ˜d
4
(
η2dY
2 − η2d
)2
+ λhY h
2η2dY
2 − m
2
h
2
h2 +
λh
4
h4. (3.16)
At the minimum of the potential the following relations are fulfilled:
2PµP
µ + λ˜d
(
η2dY
2 − η2d
)
+ 2λhY h
2 = 0, (3.17)
2λhY η
2
dY
2 −m2h + λhh2 = 0. (3.18)
As we wrote earlier, the mass matrix is defined asM2 ≡
[
∂minηdY ηdY V ∂
min
ηdY h
V
∂minhηdY V ∂
min
hh V
]
, the superscript
min means that the given quantity is calculated at the minimum of V which implies that
relations (3.17)-(3.18) hold and we differentiated V with respect to ηdY instead of Y to obtain
the correct dimension of the appropriate terms. For the discussed case the mass matrix is
given by
M2 =
[
2λ˜dv
2
Y 4λhY vhvY
4λhY vhvY 2λhv
2
H
]
. (3.19)
In the above expression we replaced the fields by their vacuum expectation values (vevs)
h → vh and ηdY → vY . Since in the considered case h represents the real component of the
Higgs field, we fix vh = 246.2GeV. In the particle physics literature the vev of the second
scalar is usually parametrized by the quantity tan β˜ = vhvY , for the purpose of numerical
computations we fix it to be tan β˜ = 0.001. At this point let us focus on the question of
neglecting the backreaction of the cosmic string on the geometry. For the chosen values of
parameters tan β˜ and vh the parameter  governing the backreaction is of the order of 10−26.
This justifies neglecting the effect of the backreaction. The squares of physical masses of
scalars are given by the eigenvalues of the mass matrix (3.19), let us call them m2±. In the
considered scenario we assumed that the second scalar is heavier than the Higgs. Taking this
into account, we choose m− = 125.5GeV and m+ = 900GeV. At this point it is worth to
count the number of parameters characterizing the scalar sector. Far away from the cosmic
string we have by definition of the cosmic string Pµ = 0. This implies that the scalar sector
is effectively described by five parameters λh, λ˜d, λhY , mh, mY . So far we have specified four
parameters vh, tan β˜, m−, m+. The last remaining parameter is called the mixing angle αM
and is given by the relation as follows:[
H−
H+
]
=
[
cosαM − sinαM
sinαM cosαM
] [
h
ηdY
]
, (3.20)
where H± are eigenstates of the M2 matrix with eigenvalues m2±, respectively. Physically,
a nonzero value of sinαM means that the physical Higgs field H− with mass m− is some
mixture of the h and Y fields. In the totally decoupled case (sinαM = 0) we have H− = h
and H+ = ηdY . In our calculations we fix αM to be sinαM = 0.023. The particular values of
parameters vh = 246.2GeV, tan β˜ = 0.001, m− = 125.5GeV, m+ = 900GeV, sinαM = 0.023
imply that the Y field could be a viable dark matter candidate [69, 70]. Translations of this
set of parameters to the one present in the potential (3.16) give us the following relations
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(see, e.g., [70]):
λh =
m2−
2v2h
cos2 αM +
m2+
2v2h
sin2 αM , (3.21)
λX =
m2−
2v2Y
sin2 αM +
m2+
2v2Y
cos2 αM , (3.22)
λhX =
m2+ −m2−
2vhvY
sin 2αM . (3.23)
As far as the mh and mY are concerned, they also could be expressed by the same physical
parameters as λs yet their numerical values do not appear in our equations, what is evident
from the rescaling (3.8). On this account, we present here only the numerical value of the
ratio of the masses c = mhmY = 9.5 and point out again that mY is encompassed in the
dimensionless parameter m. To summarize, during our calculations we fix the following
dimensionless parameters present in the equations (3.9)-(3.12):
β˜d = 1, c = 9.5, λh = 0.133, λ˜d = 6.679 · 10−6, λhY = 3.013 · 10−4, κ = 10−5, (3.24)
where the last parameter enters the equation (3.11) through the relation κ˜ = 1 − κ2 and
represents the strength of the kinetic mixing among the gauge fields. As far as the masses of
the black holes are concerned, for the specified and fixed m+ (which gives fixed mY ) we have
that m = 1 implies a black hole of a mass MBH ∼ 2 · 1011g ∼ 10−22M.
As the last step in preparation to discuss our results, let us restrict our attention to the
ordinary electromagnetic field Aµ. We are interested in the trivial solution to (3.12), namely
Cµ = 0, but this does not imply a trivial Aµ field. Using the relations Cµ = Aµ + κBµ,
Bµ = 1ed
(
Pµ −∇µθ˜
)
and θ˜ = Nφ we obtained
At = − κ
ed
(
gttP
t + gtφP
φ
)
, (3.25)
Aφ = − κ
ed
(
gφφP
φ + gtφP
t − 2N
)
, (3.26)
where the charge ed can be expressed by the dimensionless parameters as e2d =
λ˜d
2β˜d
.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1: Cosmic string (Y, P φ), Higgs (h) and magnetic (Aφ) fields in the Schwarzchild
black hole background with m = 0.6. Axes are zcoor = r cos θ, and ρcoor = r sin θ.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2: Cosmic string (Y, P φ), Higgs (h) and magnetic (Aφ) fields in the Schwarzchild
black hole background with m = 2.1. Axes are zcoor = r cos θ, and ρcoor = r sin θ.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3: Cosmic string (Y, P φ), Higgs (h) and magnetic (Aφ) fields in the Kerr black hole
spacetime with m = 0.6 and a = 0.9. Axes are zcoor = r cos θ, and ρcoor = r sin θ.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4: Cosmic string (Y, P φ), Higgs (h) and magnetic (Aφ) fields in the Kerr black hole
spacetime with m = 2.1 and a = 0.9. Axes are zcoor = r cos θ, and ρcoor = r sin θ.
(a) (b)
Figure 5: Time component of the Maxwell field four-potential (At) in the Kerr black hole
spacetime withm = 0.6 (left) andm = 2.1 (right). Axes are zcoor = r cos θ, and ρcoor = r sin θ.
Figures 1 to 5 depict the results of the numerical solution of the system of the equa-
tions (3.9)-(3.12) in the case when the gravitational background is given by the Schwarzchild
and nonextremal Kerr black holes. Comparing the figures 1a and 1c one can notice that the
presence of the cosmic string leaves its imprint in the Higgs field configuration. Namely, there
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is a spatial variation in it that mirrors the Y field distribution. From figure 1c we may infer
that the h field achieves its maximum value on the symmetry axis (where by definition Y = 0)
and then decreases towards hnostring given in (3.15). Interpreting this result in the language
of the physical Higgs field H− (the field that is given by the eigenstate of the mass matrix
(3.19)), we conclude that far away from the black hole this field is a mixture of h and Y ,
while when one approaches the symmetry axis, the admixture of the Y field is decreasing and
eventually on the symmetry axis H− is composed entirely of the h field. Moreover, we see
that the region where we have a nonzero gradient of the h field is wider than the cosmic string
core (i.e., the region where there is a nonzero Y field gradient). This result is in agreement
with the flat spacetime results obtained in [61], where it was also noticed that the Higgs field
forms a wider cloud around the cosmic string. At this point it is interesting to remark that
a similar structure was observed in the case of the cosmic string-fermions-dark string system
in [52] where the authors found that for some values of the parameters the fermions form a
layer around the cosmic string core.
From figures 2a and 2c we may see that the bigger the m parameter is, the smaller the
cosmic string core is (and h field cloud surrounding it also shrinks). The cause of this becomes
obvious if we remember that in our setup the dimensionless parameter m contains a product
of the black hole mass M and the mass parameter mY of the Y field. Since by the definition
we keep mY fixed, the change of m is equivalent to the change of the black hole mass which
in turn due to our choice of the rescaling is reflected in the change of the string width.
After the analysis of the scalar sector of the considered system, let us examine its gauge
sector. In figure 1b we see the typical configuration of the magnetic component of the gauge
field forming the cosmic string, namely the field is nonzero in the string core and decays to
zero outside it. On the other hand, from the figure 1d we may infer that in the considered
spacetime there is a nontrivial configuration of the electromagnetic field. It is caused due to
the kinetic coupling between the electromagnetic and dark photon gauge fields. In the case
of the Schwarzchild black hole the presence of the cosmic string induces only a nontrivial
magnetic field, while for the Kerr black hole also the electric field is induced. The last fact
is due to the presence of the off-diagonal components of the metric tensor in the case of the
rotating black hole. The temporal component of the electromagnetic four potential that leads
to the nontrivial electric field is depicted in figure 5. Beside the presence of the nonzero
At component in the case of the Kerr background there is no visible difference in the fields
configuration for the Schwarzschild and nonextremal Kerr black holes.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6: Cosmic string (Y, P φ) and Higgs (h) fields in the extremal Kerr black hole space-
time with m = 0.6 and a = 1.0. Axes are zcoor = r cos θ, and ρcoor = r sin θ.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7: Cosmic string (Y, P φ) and Higgs (h) fields in the extremal Kerr black hole space-
time with m = 2.1 and a = 1.0. Axes are zcoor = r cos θ, and ρcoor = r sin θ.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8: The Aφ and At components of the electromagnetic four-potential in the extremal
Kerr black hole spacetime with m = 0.6 (upper panels) and m = 2.1 (lower panels). Axes
are zcoor = r cos θ, and ρcoor = r sin θ.
Having discussed the Schwarzschild and the nonextremal Kerr black hole backgrounds,
one pays attention to the extremal Kerr black hole case. Figures 6 and 7 present the cosmic
string and Higgs fields configurations for the black hole characterized by values of the m
parameter equal to 0.6 and 2.1. It is evident form figure 6 that a small black hole expels the
cosmic string fields, which is indicated by the line of constant Y winding around the black
hole horizon. Moreover, due to the coupling of the cosmic string field to the Higgs field this
expulsion is transferred to the visible sector. This implies that around a small extremal Kerr
black hole the physical Higgs field H− is composed entirely of the h field. On the other hand,
for a large black hole there is no expulsion of the cosmic string, lines of constant Y end on
the event horizon of the black hole which can be seen in figure 8. This dependence of the
comic string expulsion on the mass of the black hole was also observed in the case of the
cosmic string without coupling to the Higgs sector [54, 55]. As for the h field behavior, the
formation of the wider cloud of this field around the cosmic string in the dark matter sector
is also visible in figures 6c and 7c.
In figure 8 we presented the behavior of the Aφ and At components of the electromagnetic
four-potential. Comparing the upper and lower panels of this figure, we may see that for a
small black hole the nontrivial configuration of Aφ stretches out far outside the ergosphere
while the At component is focused near the black hole event horizon and close to the equatorial
plane. Meanwhile, for a large black hole mass the situation is inverted. Namely, the At
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component possesses a nontrivial configuration stretching between the event horizon and
ergosphere while the Aφ configuration is confined to a small region near the black hole event
horizon. Comparing figure 8 with figures 5, 4d and 3d, we may draw a conclusion that this
tendency is in fact also valid for the nonextremal case. One observes that the bigger black
hole mass is, the farther away At reaches. Consequently, for Aφ the bigger m is, the smaller
is the region where Aφ is present.
4 Conclusions
In our paper we considered the problem of an Abelian-Higgs dark matter vortex in the space-
time of a stationary axisymmetric Kerr black hole. We examined the problem both analyt-
ically and numerically. As far as the analytical approach is concerned, we mimicked dark
matter by an additional U(1)-gauge field coupled to the visible sector. Gauge fields in both
dark and visible sectors were coupled to adequate complex scalar fields. Our main aim was to
obtain a modified line element of the Kerr black hole dark matter vortex. Using the pertur-
bative technique we solved the underlying equations of motion, order by order in  = 8piGη2.
In the limit of a thin string, when the mass of the Kerr black hole was far bigger than the
vortex mass, we obtained the considered system metric. The presence of the string caused a
deficit not only in the angle but also in the time coordinate. The position of the black hole
ergosphere was shifted. This shift was far larger than the one caused by the Abelian-Higgs
vortex, due to the fact that the mass per unit length of the dark string was larger comparing
to the ordinary one. The other interesting effect is the influence on the black hole event
horizon velocity, which was bigger than in the absence of the dark string. Furthermore, the
area of the event horizon of the string threading the Kerr black hole was smaller than the
area of the Kerr-Abelian-Higgs vortex system and the Kerr black hole.
We also analyzed the influence of a strong gravitational field generated by a black hole on
a cosmic string present in the dark matter sector. To obtain the field theoretical description
of such an object we used the Abelian Higgs model. Following the nomenclature of particle
physics we identified its field content in the following way: the additional U(1)-gauge field
represented a heavy dark photon and a complex scalar may have represented either a dark
matter candidate or a mediation to the visible sector of the Standard Model of particle physics.
Moreover, in our analysis we took into account a part of the Standard Model that directly
couples to the dark sector. In the case at hand it was an electromagnetic field coupling to the
dark photon via the kinetic mixing term and the real component of the Higgs doublet (real
part of the Higgs field as given in the unitary gauge) coupled to an additional complex scalar
via a quartic coupling.
For the purpose of our investigations we numerically solved the equations of motion (3.9)-
(3.12) and analyzed the results depicted in figures 1 to 8. We found out that due to the quartic
coupling among the real part of the complex scalar constituting the cosmic string (Y ) and
the real component of the Higgs field (h), the spatial variation in the former induces a spatial
gradient in the latter. We may say that the structure of the cosmic string was imprinted in
the Higgs field. Moreover, we may conclude that in all the analyzed cases the region in which
the gradient in the h field persisted was bigger than the analogous region for the Y field.
This is in agreement with the earlier results for the flat space case obtained in [61]. This
behavior may have interesting consequences from the particle physics perspective. Namely,
in the described system the masses of the W± and Z bosons are connected to the vacuum
expectation value of the h field since this is the field that enters the SM Higgs doublet. On the
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other hand, the mass of the Higgs particle recently measured by LHC should be attributed
to the eigenstate of the mass matrix which is a mixture of the h and Y fields. This may be
interpreted in the following manner. The mass of the Higgs particle is the same in the whole
spacetime, yet the presence of the cosmic string induces a spatial variation in the vev of the
h field and this translates to the variation of the mass of the SM particles in the vicinity of
the cosmic string. For the particular values of the coupling constants and scalar fields masses
discussed in this article the gauge eigenstate Higgs field h increases its value by two orders
of magnitude being the biggest at the string core where Y = 0. Moreover, looking at the
ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the h field in the string core and far away from the
string we obtain hcorehnostring =
√
c2(λhλ˜d−4λ2hY )
λh(c2λ˜d−2λhY ) which implies that this ratio is independent of
the black hole mass.
As far as the gauge sector of the model at hand is concerned, the presence of the kinetic
mixing between the dark photon and the ordinary electromagnetic field also led to some
interesting consequences. As our gravitational background we assumed the electrically neutral
black hole (rotating or nonrotating) which implied no electromagnetic field. Meanwhile, the
presence of the nontrivial gauge field structure of the cosmic string induced a nonvanishing
electromagnetic field outside the black hole event horizon. The field induced was directly
proportional to the kinetic mixing coupling κ. Although the induced field is small, due to
the smallness of the experimentally allowed values of κ, and focused near the black hole we
may say that the presence of the cosmic string lightened up the black hole. From (3.25) and
(3.26) we may also see that the induced electric and magnetic components of the ordinary
electromagnetic field will scale with the mass of the black hole as the gtφ and gφφ components
of the metric.
Aside from the effect mentioned above we also observed, typical for the cosmic strings
described by the Abelian Higgs model, a phenomenon of the cosmic string expulsion by a
small extremal black hole. This implies that the cosmic string was unable to penetrate the
event horizon of the small extremal black hole and ended up winding around it.
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